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The last day to send your answers is November 13, 2022. 
All the information about the Olympiad and the instruction for participants: formulo.org/ru/olymp/2022-lang-ru/ 
and formulo.org/en/olymp/2022-lang-en/. 
 

1–5. Write one word or phrase to unite the words in each group. Use the singular form of the 
words. 
Example: Mother, father, brother, sister - FAMILY 
[1] A) cash-and-carry B) newsagent’s C) traiding post D) stationer’s E)fishmonger’s 
[2] A) expenditure B) fee C) mortgage D) wages E) discount 
[3] A) arson B) assault C) theft D) mugging E) shoplifting  
[4] A) table spoon B) salad servers C) chopsticks D) cleaver 
[5] A) global warming B) carbon footprint C) landslides D) deforestation 
 
6–15. Complete the sentences with ONE missing word. 
[6] Governement should raise taxation ___ fuel. 
[7] You don’t earn enough money. Your salary is a ___ in the ocean! Our children need more! 
[8] ___ was her dancing that I decided to ask for her number. 
[9] He speaks English and Spanish from his birth. He’s a ___ person. 
[10] Stop spending so much time in front of your computer. You have only ___ friends in social media. 
They are fake, not real! 
[11] Anna was ___ up by her mother. Her grandmother decided not to take part in her education. 
[12] Maria is from the UK. She’s 16 and she goes to ___ school. 
[13] I don’t want a ___ tour. I can’t stand listening to somebody’s stories about sights. I want to go on my 
own! 
[14] Not ___ I see it with my own eyes will I believe in ghosts. 
[15] To ___ it mildly, you are not right... Okay, you are not right at all! 
 
16. Look at the photo. Think of the problem this picture reflects. Write your opinion concerning this 
topic based on the image (150–200 words, articles and contractions are counted as one word each). 
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